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2. The rson Whom you identify as "I n in paragraph 2b.
of reference has been intensively interrogated at DRO, is
presently in the HARVARD disposal channels, and intends to
emigrate to the United states AB soon 4fa possible. AU this
is for your information only. We cannot, of course, preelndm
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expose certain U. S. personalities, modus operandi and disposal
channels to DURCANSKT. We recommend, therefore, that you stall
ZIPPER on their request for a meeting between "I" and DURCANSKI

- . instil such time as he is emigrated, When we will notify you.

3. Going further into reference to paragraph 2e., Where
ZIPPER states that V.411125 and V-21614 "strictly reject the
notion Of perforwing IS work for anyone", we are amazed. After
the length of time these two, and particularly V41425, have
been employed, paid, described as forachers and after lengthy
discussions and reports of the "Inspector* Zith 800 men under
arms in SlOvakia, and other sundry proposals, that this
attitude ehouId suddenly be expressed must be regarded as little
more than a swindle. No matter Whether ZIPPER prefers to call
them "Forschers", and "tippers", certainly these individnale
have known, in some-detail, that they were .omployed by and work-
ing for a U.S4...=r8Ponsored intelligence agency, and have accepted
a considerable amount of money for their less' than satisfactory
efforts. We ourselves "reject any notion" that we are paying
these individuals "only for advancing the interests of SOP',
and strongly recommend that until their status is clarified,
preferably in a written contract, all payments of whatever
nature be suspended. Little if anything vouldbe lost, in fact,
if both were dropped outright, and such action might indicate
to DURCANSKY that neither we nor ZIPPER intend to be prestrared
into anything.

• We have compiled a number of traces on DURCANSKT for
you Which we are forwarding by separate pouch. While there is
little as yet of real value, by sheer weight of numbers the
reports indicate that he is something of an unsavory character.
We have definitely established that DURCANSKT was branded a
war criminal, by .06 United Nations War Crimes Cciumiseion in
London in 1945, cud we are endeavoring to determine the spedifio
charges. A recent 'query by the Swiss states that they have
an extradition request for DURCANSKT from the Czech Legation
and asks if he is still considered a war criminal. The answer•
is yes. The query was prompted by a Swiss desire to determine
whether or not DURCANSKT should be permitted to reenter
Switzerland. The Swiss decision in this matter is not at present
known. Inasmuch as DURCANSKT is now believed to have Argentine
citizenship, this may not be pertinent, but we believe no harm
will be done if DURCANSKT is advised that he may be usable to
reenter Switzerland, and also that the Czechs. have requested
his extradition from that country.


